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ABSTRACT Two anionic fluorene-thiophene alternating copolymers, poly[9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene-2,7-diyl-2,5-
thienylene] (PBS-PFT) and poly[9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene-2,7-diyl-2,2′-bithiophene-5,5′-diyl] (PBS-PF2T), have been
synthesized and their solution behaviors in water studied by UV-vis absorption spectroscopy, fluorescence, and electrical conductivity
and compared with that of the previously studied conjugated polyelectrolyte (CPE) poly[9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene-2,7-
diyl-1,4-phenylene] (PBS-PFP). These conjugated polymers do not form solutions at the molecular level in water but instead form
clusters. Information on the structure of these clusters for PBS-PF2T comes from small-angle X-ray and neutron scattering. The relative
ease of dispersing the copolymers in water increases with an increase in the number of thiophene rings in these alternating copolymers.
Semiempirical calculations on the structure suggest that this results from bending of the chains and increased conformational flexibility,
decreasing interchain interactions. These CPEs can be dissolved in water at the molecular level using the nonionic surfactants
n-dodecylpentaoxyethylene glycol ether (C12E5) or Triton X-100 to obtain systems with increased photoluminescence quantum yield
and increased electrical conductivity that can be solution-processed for potential applications as components of sensory or
optoelectronic devices.
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INTRODUCTION

Conjugated organic polymers are currently finding real
or potential applications in areas as diverse as or-
ganic and biological sensors (1), field effect transis-

tors, photovoltaic cells, organic semiconductor lasers, and
various light-emitting devices (2, 3). Much of this has been
stimulated by the first report by Friend and co-workers in
1990 of conjugated polymer electroluminescence from a
poly(p-phenylenevinylene) (PPV) layer sandwiched between
indium-tin oxide and metal electrodes (4). Since then, a
large number of other polymer-based light-emitting diodes
(PLEDs) and electrochemical cells have been developed
using various PPV derivatives, poly(fluorene)s, poly(p-

phenyleneethynylene)s, poly(thiophene)s, and poly(carba-
zole)s (5). PLED-based displays are already in the market in
mobile phones, watches, personal music systems, televi-
sions, etc.

The rigid poly(fluorene) backbone has proved particularly
useful in this area because of its blue emission, high fluo-
rescence quantum yield, thermal and chemical stability, and
reasonable solubility in various solvents (6). Its properties
can be modulated both on the backbone by copolymeriza-
tion (6c) and on side chains by the attachment of different
functional groups at the 9 position of the fluorene five-
membered ring (7). Poly(thiophene)s are another important
family of electroactive and photoactive polymers. Unsubsti-
tuted poly(thiophene)s are insoluble and infusible materials,
but the polymers can be made soluble and their optical
properties tuned by substitution in the 3 and 4 positions,
which allows emission over the whole visible spectrum from
red to blue with solution photoluminescence efficiencies of
up to 40% (5, 8). With poly(thiophene)s, the luminescence
yield is frequently limited by efficient intersystem crossing
induced by the heavy atom effect of sulfur (9) and is further
drastically reduced in the solid state because of interchain
interactions (5, 10). However, the high yields of formation
of triplet states may be advantageous (11, 12) and may
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possibly be exploited through electrophosphorescent de-
vices (13). In addition, thiophene-based (co)polymers are
important materials for charge transport and are finding
applications in areas such as field-effect transistors (14)
and photovoltaic systems (15).

The complementary structural, optical, spectroscopic,
and electronic properties of these two moieties have stimu-
lated interest in the exploitation of fluorene-thiophene co-
polymers, for obtaining materials with excellent emission pro-
perties and good charge injection/transport (5, 6c, 6f, 6g, 16).
Some of the earliest studies on alternating fluorene-based
copolymers came from the Dow Chemical group (6e, 14), while
Lévesque, Leclerc, and co-workers (17) and other groups
(18)have shown that it is possible to efficiently tune the
emission colors from blue to green and yellow in these
systems by introducing various (oligo)thiophene units.
Other authors have reported a systematic study of the
structure-property relationship of fluorene-thiophene-
based conjugated polymers (5, 19, 28). For device ap-
plications, poly(dialkylfluorene-alt-bithiophene) copoly-
mers (as F8T2 with n-octyl substituents) are of particular
interest as active components in both photovoltaic sys-
tems (20) and field-effect transistors (3b, 21).

In addition to modifications to their conjugated backbone,
conjugated polymers and copolymers can be modified by
the introduction of ionic side chains, which, in principle, will
make them soluble in water and/or alcohols and so improve
their processability using techniques such as ink-jet and
screen printing (22). Such conjugated polyelectrolytes (CPEs)
are finding applications in sensing or electroluminescent
devices and as charge-injection and/or transport layers (23).
In addition, it is possible to form novel heterostructures with
such CPEs through layer-by-layer self-assembly with other
polymers or surfactants (24). We have previously reported
the photophysics, spectroscopy, and electrical conductivity
of the anionic poly[9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene-
2,7-diyl-1,4-phenylene] (PBS-PFP; Figure 1) and have shown
that although it does not dissolve in pure water because of
cluster formation, it can be solubilized using organic cosol-
vents (25) or surfactants (26), leading to enhancement in its
fluorescence quantum yield. With the nonionic n-dodecyl-
pentaoxyethylene glycol ether (C12E5) (26a, 26b, 27), the
cationic lecithin mimic (1-O-(L-arginyl)-2,3-O-dilauroyl-sn-
glycerol dichlorhydrate (1212R), (26c) or the gemini surfac-
tants R,ω-{(CmH2m+1N+(CH3)2)}2(CH2)s)Br2 (e.g., 12-6-12)

(26d), the CPE is incorporated as a single isolated chain into
mixed polymer-surfactant aggregates. This results in an
increase in the emission quantum yield, a blue shift in the
fluorescence spectrum, and a better resolved vibronic
structure.

We extend these studies to two alternating fluorene-
thiophene-based anionic CPEs, poly[9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbu-
toxyphenyl)fluorene-2,7-diyl-2,5-thienylene] (PBS-PFT) and
poly[9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene-2,7-diyl-2,2′-
bithiophene-5,5′-diyl] (PBS-PF2T), whose structures are given
in Figure 1. We report their syntheses, characterization, and
detailed structural, spectroscopic, photophysical, and electri-
cal conductance studies in water, and compare their behav-
ior with that of PBS-PFP. These copolymers also tend to form
clusters in water, and with PBS-PF2T we provide hints on
the structures of these based on small-angle X-ray (SAXS)
and neutron (SANS) scattering measurements. Furthermore,
we report the effect of nonionic alkyloxyethylene surfactants
on their solution behavior in water. We also highlight
potential applications of these materials in optical sensing,
light-emitting devices, and bulk-heterojunction solar cells.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Materials. The nonionic surfactants n-dodecylpentaoxyeth-

ylene glycol ether (C12E5) and Triton X-100 and the fullerene
C60 were acquired from Aldrich and used as received. The
synthesis of poly[9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene-2,7-
diyl-1,4-phenylene] (PBS-PFP; Figure 1) has been previously
described (26b). Other reagents were of the purest grades
available and used as received. Solutions of PBS-PFP, poly[9,9-
bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene-2,7-diyl-2,5-thienylene] (PBS-
PFT), and poly[9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene-2,7-diyl-
2,2′-bithiophene-5,5′-diyl] (PBS-PF2T) were prepared in Milli-Q
Millipore water with concentrations of 6 × 10-3, 0.012, and
0.016 g L-1, respectively, by stirring overnight. All samples were
kept in the absence of light. For neutron scattering, the polymer
PBS-PF2T was dissolved in D2O (D, 99.9%) supplied by Cam-
bridge Isotope Laboratories, Inc.

Synthesis of 2,7-Dibromo-9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphe-
nyl)fluorene (Dibromo Monomer). The dibromo monomer 2,7-
dibromo-9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene was synthe-
sized in three steps. The first step involved oxidation of 2,7-
dibromofluorene with sodium dichromate/acetic acid to 2,7-
dibromofluoren-9-one. In the second step, 2,7-dibromofluoren-
9-one was reacted with phenol/methanesulfonic acid to give 2,7-
dibromo-9,9-bis(4-hydroxyphenyl)fluorene, while the last step
involved etherification of 2,7-dibromo-9,9-bis(4-hydroxyphe-
nyl)fluorene with 1,4-butane sultone to 2,7-dibromo-9,9-bis(4-

FIGURE 1. Structures of alternating CPEs studied.
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sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene in dioxane/NaOH. The mono-
mer was obtained in 71% yield (over three steps).

Synthesis of PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T. PBS-PFT was prepared
as shown in Scheme 1.

A solution of 2,5-bis(trimethylstannyl)thiophene (28) (0.4097
g, 1 mmol), 2,7-dibromo-9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluo-
rene (0.8245 g, 1 mmol), and Pd(PPh3)4 (40 mg) was refluxed
in 25 mL of dry toluene for 4 days under argon. After cooling
to room temperature, 50 mL of toluene were added. The
resulting polymer formed a dispersion in water. The aqueous
layer was isolated and the water removed to give a yellow solid.
The residue was redissolved in water and purified by dialysis
against a dialysis membrane with a cutoff at Mn ) 3500 to yield
350 mg (42 %) of PBS-PFT. The polymer was characterized
by 1H NMR spectroscopy (400 MHz, DMSO): δ(1H) [ppm]
6.0-7.6 (ar-H), 3.1-3.7 (R,δ-CH2), 0.9-2.0 (�,γ-CH2). Gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) analysis in N,N-dimeth-
ylformamide (DMF) gave a Mn of ca. 1800 g mol-1 (universal
calibration, UV-vis detection at 364 nm). However, because
of interactions of the polyelectrolyte with the column mate-
rial, the Mn value is likely to be considerably underestimated.

PBS-PF2T was synthesized as shown in Scheme 1. A solution
of 5,5′-bis(trimethylstannyl)-2,2′-bithiophene (28) (0.492 g, 1
mmol), 2,7-dibromo-9,9-bis(4-sulfonylbutoxyphenyl)fluorene
(0.8245 g, 1 mmol), and Pd(PPh3)4 (40 mg) was refluxed in 25
mL of dry toluene for 4 days under argon. Workup and purifica-
tion were similar to those of the above-mentioned PBS-PFT.
PBS-PF2T was obtained as a reddish solid (500 mg, 64%). The
polymer was characterized by 1H NMR spectroscopy (400 MHz,
DMSO): δ(1H) [ppm] 6.55-7.9 (ar-H), 3.1-4.45 (R,δ-CH2),
0.9-2.0 (�,γ-CH2). GPC analysis in DMF gave a Mn of ca. 3300 g
mol-1 (universal calibration, UV-vis detection at 364 nm).
However, because of interactions of the polyelectrolyte with the
column material, the Mn value is almost certainly underestimated.

Apparatus and Methods. Spectroscopic Measurements.
Absorption and luminescence spectra were recorded on Shi-

madzu UV-2100 absorption and Jobin-Ivon SPEX Fluorolog 3-22
fluorescence spectrometers, respectively. Fluorescence spectra
were corrected for the wavelength response of the system.
Fluorescence quantum yields were measured using quinine
sulfate in 1 M sulfuric acid as the standard (29) for PBS-PFP and
R-pentathiophene (R5) in benzene (30) and dioxane (31) for
PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T, respectively.

Fluorescence decays were measured using a home-built time-
correlated single photon counting apparatus with a nitrogen-
filled IBH 5000 coaxial flashlamp as the excitation source, a
Jobin-Ivon monochromator, a Philips XP2020Q photomultiplier,
and Canberra Instruments time-to-amplitude converter and
multichannel analyzer. Alternate measurements (1000 counts
per cycle), controlled by Decay software (Biodinâmica, Portugal),
of the pulse profile at 337 or 356 nm and the sample emission
were performed until (1-2) × 104 counts at the maximum were
reached (32). The fluorescence decays were analyzed using the
modulating functions method of Striker with automatic correc-
tion for the photomultiplier “wavelength shift” (33).

SAXS and SANS Studies. SAXS measurements were per-
formed at I711 beamline at MAX-lab in Lund, Sweden (34). The
X-ray energy was 11.3 keV, the sample-to-detector distance
1325 mm, and the q range 0.009-0.15 Å-1. The beam size was
0.25 mm × 0.25 mm. The samples were measured in Hilgen-
berg glass mark tubes, which had inner diameters of about 1.5
mm and wall thicknesses of 10 µm. These were placed in a
thermostatic holder (Julabo). The absolute intensity scale was
calibrated using water.

SANS measurements were performed using the SANS-1
instrument at the GKSS Research Centre in Geesthacht, Ger-
many (35). The overall q range was from 0.006 to 0.3 Å-1. The
samples were filled in Hellma quartz cells of 2 mm path length
and placed in a thermostatic holder (Julabo). The raw scattering
patterns were corrected for sample transmission, room back-
ground, and sample cell scattering. The isotropic two-dimen-
sional scattering patterns were azimuthally averaged, converted

Scheme 1. Synthesis of (top) PBS-PFT and (bottom) PBS-PF2T
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to an absolute scale, and corrected for detector efficiency by
dividing by the incoherent scattering spectra of 1-mm-thick pure
water. The scattering from D2O used for the sample preparation
was subtracted as a background; the small incoherent scattering
due to the nondeuterated polymer was taken into account by
the fitting procedure.

The scattering functions of solutions were interpreted using
scaling concepts. The simple interpretation was enhanced by
numerical modeling by indirect Fourier transforms (IFTs) ac-
cording to Glatter (36) as well as by simulated annealing
according to Svergun (37).

Electrical Conductivity. Solution electrical resistances were
measured with a Wayne-Kerr model 4265 Automatic LCR meter
at 1 kHz. A Shedlovsky-type conductance cell was used (38).
The cell constant (approximately 0.3328 cm-1) was determined
to (0.02% from measurements with KCl (reagent grade,
recrystallized and dried using the procedure and data from
Barthel et al.) (39). Measurements were made at 25.00 ( 0.01
°C in a Grant thermostat bath, as described in detail elsewhere
(26b).

Semiempirical Calculations. Semiempirical quantum me-
chanical calculations were performed for the PBS-PFP, PBS-PFT,
and PBS-PF2T tetramers using the MOPAC2007 (40) system of
programs (in the gas phase). The structures were optimized
using the PM6 (41) Hamiltonian and the EF routine. In the
structures, the alkylic chains at the 9 positions were replaced
by methyl groups for the sake of reducing the time of computa-
tion. It has been demonstrated that the presence of the alkyl
groups at the 9 position does not significantly affect the equi-
librium geometries or the electronic structure of fluorene
derivatives (42, 43).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis and Characterization. The copolymers

PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T were prepared by Stille-type aryl-aryl
cross couplings and purified by dialysis against membranes
with a cutoff at 3500. The molecular weights in both cases
could not be unambiguously determined. There were seri-
ous difficulties in obtaining accurate average molecular
weights using GPC in DMF because of interactions of the
polyelectrolytes with the column material. The obtained
values for PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T, respectively (Mn’s of ca.
1800 and 3300 g mol-1; polydispersity index of ca. 2.0),
have to be considered as the lower limits.

Both PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T could be dispersed in water,
with “solubilities” considerably greater than that found for
PBS-PFP. These follow the order PBS-PF2T > PBS-PFT > PBS-
PFP. As will be discussed later, incorporation of the thiophene
moiety probably increases the solubility in water both
because this unit is more polar than the 1,4-phenylene group
in PBS-PFP (44) and because the fluorene-thiophene chains
have greater conformational flexibility than fluorene-
phenylene chains (45). For PBS-PF2T, the solubility is suf-
ficient to obtain information on the nature of the polymer-
water system using SAXS and SANS. However, we should
note that with PBS-PFT, as with PBS-PFP (26a, 26b), we
probably do not have a true solution at the molecular level
because there is a tendency to precipitate upon standing.
In addition, although PBS-PF2T does not precipitate, as we
will see later, there are strong indications from SAXS that
this exists in water as extended polymer clusters.

Absorption and Fluorescence Spectroscopy. The
normalized absorption and emission spectra of aqueous

dispersions of the three polymers PBS-PFT, PBS-PF2T, and
PBS-PFP are shown in Figure 2.

As was observed for the corresponding nonionic fluorene-
based alternating copolymers (12, 18a, 18b, 28), replace-
ment of 1,4-phenylene by 2,5-thiophene units leads to a red
shift in both absorption and emission maxima. With the
fluorescence spectra, this shift is, as expected, larger for PBS-
PF2T than for PBS-PFT. The unexpected blue shift of the
absorption maxima when going from PBS-PFT to PBS-PF2T
(Figure 2) is a result of the increased “solubility” of PBS-PF2T
in water. In contrast to the “solid-state-like” absorption
spectrum of PBS-PFT with its long-wavelength scattering tail,
PBS-PF2T exhibits a more “solution-like” spectrum with a
weak aggregate shoulder in the high-energy region and the
absence of the long-wavelength scattering tail, as observed
for PBS-PFP and PBS-PFT. Such pronounced solvatochromic
responses are typical for thiophene-based homo- and co-
polymers (8d). This difference in the absorption spectra is
also reflected in the much better structured fluorescence
spectrum of PBS-PF2T. With the UV-vis absorption spectra,
the Beer-Lambert law is followed in a wide concentration
range. In the case of PBS-PFP, this is true up to the stock
polymer concentration of 6 × 10-3 g L-1. With the thiophene
copolymers, a linear increase of the absorbance as a function
of the polymer concentration is observed up to ca. 2 × 10-2

g L-1, reflecting their greater “solubilities”. Data for PBS-PFT
are shown in Figure 3. Absorption and fluorescence maxima,
emission quantum yields, and lifetimes of these three
polymers are summarized in Table 1.

The absorption spectra of both PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T
show broad maxima in the 400-450 nm region, with no
indications of absorption due to separate thiophene units,
in agreement with complete conjugation between the fluo-
rene and thiophene units. The fluorescence spectra are
similar to those of the corresponding nonionic copolymers
(18a, 18b, 28) and show a red shift in the emission maxima
and a decrease in the fluorescence quantum yield upon
incorporation of the thiophene rings. The decrease in the
emission efficiency is particularly dramatic in aqueous
dispersions of PBS-PF2T and may hint at relatively strong
interchain interactions, coupled with increased intersystem
crossing due to enhanced spin-orbit coupling induced by
the sulfur atoms (11, 12).

FIGURE 2. Normalized absorption and emission spectra of PBS-PFP
(solid line, 6 × 10-3 g L-1), PBS-PFT (dashed line, 2 × 10-2 g L-1),
and PBS-PF2T (dotted line, 1.6 × 10-2 g L-1).
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Conductimetric Results. As with previous studies on
aqueous dispersions of fluorene-based CPEs (26a, 26b, 46),
electrical conductivity can provide valuable information on
the aggregation behavior in these systems. We have studied
the effect of the concentration on the electrical conductivity
of PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T in water. The molar conductivity
(Λ) was calculated using

κ and κ0 are electrolytic conductivities of the solution and
solvent, respectively, and c is the polymer concentration. As
can be seen from Figure 4, for a similar polyelectrolyte
concentration range, the molar conductivities depend on the
square root of the concentration, in agreement with the
Kohlrausch equation (38)

The molar limiting conductivities Λ0 are reported in Table
2 and are of magnitudes similar to those found for PBS-PFP
(26a, 26b) and for other polyelectrolytes in aqueous solution
(46c, 47). The fact that the behavior of aqueous solutions of
PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T, with respect to both the Beer-
Lambert and Kohlrausch laws, is similar to that expected
with small species suggests that the polymer aggregates may
be considered as separate chemical entities.

Because of solubility problems, it was not possible to
study PBS-PFP and the fluorene-thiophene CPEs over the

same concentration range. However, although their behav-
iors are qualitatively similar, there are quantitative differ-
ences. The value of Λ0 for PBS-PFT is about 1.4 times greater
than that found for PBS-PF2T and about 2.2 times that of
PBS-PFP (Λ0 ) 0.362 S m2 mol-1, Mn ) 6500 g mol-1,
Mmonomer ) 740.79 g mol-1, and number of repeat units )
8.8 (26b)). Although data are available only for three poly-
mers, a reasonable linear relationship is found between the
value of Λ0 and the number of monomer units [Λ0 ) 0.9
((0.1) - 0.06 ((0.02)nmonomer]. Electrical conductivity in
these CPEs will depend on the polyelectrolyte structure,
charge, and counterions. With PBS-PFT, PBS-PF2T, and PBS-
PFP, the side chains, and hence degrees of dissociation of
sodium counterions, are the same. Therefore, although these
three CPEs are aggregated in water, we believe that the
limiting electrical conductivity may be used as a measure
of the molecular weight of these conjugates. Further work
is in progress to test this with a variety of fluorene-based
CPEs.

A further interesting point is that the slope of Λ vs
[polymer]1/2 for PBS-PFT is 6 times greater than that for PBS-
PF2T. Possibly upon an increase in the polymer concentra-
tion, interaction between PBS-PFT chains becomes more
important than that for PBS-PF2T and, consequently, the
molar conductivity is more affected. This may well be asso-
ciated with the tendency for PBS-PFT to phase separate from
water, whereas PBS-PF2T continues to stay in solution,
although, as we shall show in the next section, it is in the
form of clusters.

SAXS and SANS Studies on PBS-PF2T in
Water. Further information on the structure of PBS-PF2T
in water comes from SAXS and SANS experiments. Molar
conductivity measurements point to polymer aggregation
and suggest that these aggregates plausibly grow on the
nanometer scale in this solvent system. If the samples

FIGURE 3. (A) Absorption spectra at several polymer concentrations
(1.16, 2.32, 3.48, 4.64, 5.80, 6.96, 8.12, and 9.28 mg L-1) and (B)
Beer-Lambert plot for PBS-PFT in water.

Table 1. Average Polymer Molecular Weight, Mn,
Absorption and Emission Maxima and Shoulders,
Emission Quantum Yield, φ, and Fluorescence
Lifetimes, τ, in Water

polymer
Mn/g

mol-1a
absorption/

nm

emission
maxima/

nm

emission
shoulders/

nm φ τ/ns

PBS-PFP ∼6500 381 423 446, 479 0.23 0.36
PBS-PFT ∼1800 280, 319, 440 507 0.03 e1.2
PBS-PF2T ∼3300 280, 319, 412 542 588 0.006 0.92

a Determined by GPC.

Λ) (κ- κ0) ⁄ (c × 1000) (1)

Λ)Λ0 -Ac1⁄2 (2)

FIGURE 4. Molar electrical conductivity of PBS-PFT (0) and PBS-PF2T
(O) as a function of the square root of the polymer molar concentra-
tion, in aqueous solutions, at 25 °C.

Table 2. Electrical Conductivity Data for Aqueous
Dispersions of PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T

Mn/g
mol-1

Mmonomer/
g mol-1 nmonomer

Λ0/S m2

mol-1
slope (A)/S m2

mol-1 M-0.5

PBS-PFT 1800 746.82 2.4 0.801 ((0.002) 147 ((1)
PBS-PF2T 3300 828.94 4.0 0.565 ((0.002) 25 ((1)
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contain scattering length density inhomogeneities greater
than ∼1 nm, the scattering of X-rays and neutrons should
become observable in the small-angle region, typically 2θ
of less than 2°. This has motivated us to carry out small-
angle scattering measurements.

Figure 5 plots the SAXS data of a PBS-PF2T polymer
dissolved in water with a concentration of 1 mg mL-1

(∼0.1%) and fits to the data with sheetlike and ribbon-like
structural models. Strong scattering and distinctive decay of
slope -2 is seen for the whole observation window, sug-
gesting either Gaussian coils or predominantly two-dimen-
sional aggregates. A further choice of the model can be made
by considering the molecular structure of PBS-PF2T with an
overall length of ∼6.4 nm. Analysis of the scattering data
by a Gaussian coil model gives the value for the radius of
gyration on the order of 300 nm, which is far away from
the size of the molecule. This is why we may exclude the
Gaussian coil model. Moreover, π conjugation results in a
semirigid polymer backbone-suppressing coiling tendency.
Elsewhere, sheetlike aggregates are observed for a diverse
set of π-conjugated polymers (48), and we judge this sce-
nario to be most plausible for PBS-PF2T in water. The model
of sheetlike aggregates fitted to the data is in agreement with
large (∼100 nm) sheets with a thickness of 2.5 nm.

Figure 6 plots SANS data of the PBS-PF2T polymer in D2O
with concentrations of 5 mg mL-1 (∼0.5%) and 0.5 mg mL-1

(∼0.05%). The data of a ∼0.05% solution are consistent
with the above-described SAXS data, but the data of a higher
concentration sample depicts an additional feature at ∼0.1
Å-1. This concentration effect is likely to be an interference
maximum stemming from the interaction of charged poly-
mers with increased concentration. Such effects are com-
mon for stiff π-CPEs in water (see, e.g., refs 27 and 49). In
real space, this maximum would correspond to a ∼6 nm
aggregate-aggregate distance. Even though this distance
corresponds to the size of the individual polymer, it is
unlikely that the feature stems from the internal structure
of the aggregates because the contrast arises from hydrogen-
and deuterium-rich domains and the aggregates are as-
sumed to be uniform in this respect. Therefore, the feature

(broad maximum) is tentatively interpreted to reflect the
aggregate-aggregate distance, although more detailed stud-
ies should be performed to confirm this. In another scenario,
the sample is polydisperse in its nature, giving evidence for
both sheetlike (<0.04 Å-1) and rodlike (>0.04 Å-1) compo-
nents (cf. the corresponding fits in Figure 6). In this case,
the lateral size of the sheet would be >100 nm and the radius
of the rodlike particle 1.2 nm.

Simulated ab initio annealing of PBS-PF2T aggregates was
performed for illustration purposes. Figure 7 plots examples
of so-determined particle shapes depicting a ribbon-like
model whose calculated scattering curve fits reasonably well
to the experimental data (an example is that shown in Figure
5). The aggregation behavior suggested by this model is very
similar to that seen in molecular dynamics simulations of
PBS-PFP in water (25). The simulated ab initio annealing
model is based on the evaluation of the distance distribution
function p(r)) Γ(r)r2, where Γ(r) is the characteristic function
of the particle, without presumptions of the particle shape.
Though qualitative, the model provides evidence for loose
preferentially two-dimensional aggregates in contrast to
dissolved 6-nm-long polymers or compact, three-dimen-
sional aggregates. The model reproduces the thickness of
aggregates as obtained from the sheetlike model but under-
estimates the maximum size of the aggregates, as indicated
by a slight misfit at low q (cf. Figure 5). This is mirrored by
the bending of ribbons, leading to an overall architecture
resembling a “peel of an apple”. This misfit should be
understood against an opposite misfit of the sheetlike model,
which points to the overestimation of the lateral size.
Therefore, the obtained values of 30 and 100 nm should be
taken as the lowest and highest limits of the aggregate size.
However, this picture is an oversimplification because poly-
dispersity or aggregate-aggregate interactions, reflected by
the SANS data, are not taken into account.

Semiempirical Calculations on the Backbone
Structure. Semiempirical quantum mechanical calcula-
tions were performed for the tetramers of these copolymers
using the MOPAC2007 (40) system of programs to obtain
further insight into the differences in the solubility behavior

FIGURE 5. SAXS data of the PBS-PF2T polymer dissolved in 1 mg
mL-1 water (open squares) at 25.0 ( 0.7 °C. The red solid line shows
the sheetlike model fitted to the data. The blue solid line shows the
scattering curve of a structure obtained by simulated annealing (vide
infra). The dashed line shows a -2 decay for comparison.

FIGURE 6. SANS data of the PBS-PF2T polymer dissolved in 5 mg
mL-1 (open squares; upper curve) and 0.5 mg mL-1 (open squares;
lower curve) D2O at 25.0 ( 0.5 °C. The red and green solid lines
show respectively the sheetlike and cylindrical IFT models fitted to
the data below and above 0.04 Å-1. The dashed line shows -2 decay
for comparison.
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between PBS-PFP, PBS-PFT, and PBS-PF2T. Although the
alkyl chains at position 9 of the five-membered ring were
replaced by methyl groups to reduce the computational
time, it has been shown that this does not significantly affect
the equilibrium geometries (43). The structures obtained are
shown in Figure 8 and suggest that introduction of the
thiophene rings in the copolymer leads to curvature in the
structures and increasing conformational freedom between
the alternating moieties in the copolymer. These effects are
expected to reduce interchain interactions, and hence in-
crease solubility, as observed experimentally.

Effect of C12E5 on the Aggregation Behavior. As
indicated in the Introduction, we have shown that the
aggregates formed by PBS-PFP in water are broken up by
the nonionic alkyloxyethylene surfactant n-dodecylpentaox-
yethylene glycol ether (C12E5) (26, 27). This leads to a blue
shift in the fluorescence spectrum and dramatic increases
in fluorescence quantum yields at surfactant concentrations
above the critical micelle concentration (cmc). From SANS
(27), SAXS (26e), and NMR studies (26b), the polymer is
suggested to be present in mixed polymer-surfactant mi-
celles as isolated PBS-PFP chains. While the mechanism of
this dissolution has not yet been clarified, we favor a process
where surfactants “peel-off” CPE monomers from the clus-
ters to form micelles (26e). Alkyloxyethylene surfactants in

water show phase separation (clouding) upon heating, and
we have shown that interaction between these nonionic
surfactants and CPEs such as PBS-PFP, PBS-PFT, or PBS-
PF2T (the latter two are referred to in that paper as 1T and
2T, respectively) leads to an increase in the cloud points
(44b), while the addition of sodium chloride to the surfactant/
CPE/water systems decreases cloud points, indicating that
interaction involves a fine balance between hydrophobic and
electrostatic interactions.

To obtain more information on what is happening with
the fluorene-thiophene CPEs in the presence of nonionic
alkyloxyethylene surfactants, we have carried out a detailed
study involving absorption, fluorescence, and electrical
conductivity measurements.

Upon the addition of C12E5 to an aqueous dispersion of
PBS-PFT [0.0116 g L-1 or 1.55 × 10-5 (mole repeat units)
L-1], a sharpening of the absorption spectrum and blue shift
in the maximum was observed. This was accompanied by
the appearance of some vibronic structure, which became
most pronounced for concentrations around and above the
cmc of the surfactant (cmc ) 6.4 × 10-5 M) (50). There was
also a hint of an isosbestic point for surfactant concentra-
tions above 4.4 × 10-5 M. These changes were accompanied
by a blue shift in the fluorescence, a dramatic increase in
the fluorescence quantum yield, and a dramatic decrease

FIGURE 7. Examples of ribbon-like low-resolution structures for PBS-PF2T aggregates in water as obtained by simulated annealing. The
structures are separate simulation runs and are depicted from two predominant facets: “side” and “top” views of the ribbon. The left structure
corresponds to the fit shown in Figure 5. The scale bar represents the length of an individual polymer used in the experiment.

FIGURE 8. Structures of tetramers of (a) PBS-PFP, (b) PBS-PFT, and (c) PBS-PF2T obtained by semiempirical calculations.
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in the light scattering. These results all strongly suggest that
the surfactant is solubilizing PBS-PFT in a fashion similar to
that seen with PBS-PFP (26a, 26b, 26e, 27), i.e., as isolated
polymer chains in mixed polymer-surfactant micelles. All
of these features are shown in Figure 9.

The effect of the addition of C12E5 to an aqueous disper-
sion of PBS-PF2T [0.016 g L-1, 1.93 × 10-5 (mole repeat
units) L-1] was also studied. In this case, there was very little
change in the absorption spectrum, and only modest changes
in the light scattering, reflecting the greater solubility of this
polymer. However, there was a blue shift in the emission
accompanied by a marked increase in the quantum yield,
again suggesting incorporation of the polymer in mixed
surfactant-polymer aggregates. Absorption spectra and
fluorescence data are shown in Figure 10.

Qualitatively, the effects of adding C12E5 are similar for
PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T. However, quantitatively, the effect
is much more important for PBS-PFT, which is the less
“soluble” polymer. Similar conclusions have been obtained
from observations on the effect of these CPEs on the cloud
points of aqueous alkyloxyethylene surfactant solutions
(44b).

Further information was obtained from electrical con-
ductivity measurements, as shown for both polymers in
Figure 11. The presence of C12E5 increases the molar con-
ductivity of both polymers, although the effect is more
prominent in the case of the less soluble PBS-PFT, in agree-
ment with what was seen in the absorption and fluorescence
studies. With PBS-PFT, a marked increase in the molar
conductivity of the polymer was observed for surfactant
concentrations up to 4 × 10-7 M. This is similar to the
behavior of PBS-PFP with Gemini surfactants (26d) and, as
in that case, may be due to hydrophobic interactions be-
tween the polymer and surfactant improving the CPE solu-
bility, and hence increasing the number of ionic species in

solution. Further additions of surfactants lead to a less
marked increase of the molar conductivity until the cmc is
reached.

For PBS-PF2T with initial surfactant additions (below 4
× 10-7 M), the observed increase in the molar conductivity
is smaller than that for PBS-PFT. This is compatible with the
better solubility of PBS-PF2T (no ultrasonic bath is needed,
and the decrease of the molar conductivity upon increasing
polymer concentration is lower; see the previous section and
slopes in Table 2). When the C12E5 concentration is in-
creased, the molar conductivity also increases in a monoto-
nous way, with no abrupt changes in the region of the cmc.
This contrasts with the behavior of PBS-PFP (26a, 26b) and
is probably associated with the higher solubility of PBS-PF2T
as the aggregates shown in Figure 7, such that upon micel-
lization there is no abrupt change in the ionic species
released to the solution.

Comparing the changes in the molar conductivity of PBS-
PFT, PBS-PF2T, and PBS-PFP, we can conclude that the
interactions between PBS-PFT and C12E5 are intermediate

FIGURE 9. Absorption spectra (C12E5 ) 0, 1.7 × 10-5, 2.6 × 10-5,
3.5 × 10-5, 4.4 × 10-5, 7.6 × 10-5, and 5.3 × 10-4 M in the arrow
direction; A) and fluorescence spectra (C12E5 ) 0, 1.7 × 10-5, 2.6 ×
10-5, 3.5 × 10-5, 4.4 × 10-5, 5.3 × 10-5, 7.6 × 10-5, 9.8 × 10-5, 1.4
× 10-4, 2.3 × 10-4, and 5.3 × 10-4 M in the arrow direction; B) of
PBS-PFT in water in the presence of varying concentrations of C12E5.
The effects of the surfactant concentration (on a logarithmic scale)
on the fluorescence quantum yield (C) and light scattering (D) are
also shown.

FIGURE 10. (A) Absorption spectra (C12E5 ) 0, 4.81 × 10-5, and 8.22
× 10-4 M as solid, dashed, and dotted lines, respectively). (B)
Fluorescence spectra (C12E5 ) 0, 1.21 × 10-5, 4.81 × 10-5, 7.9 ×
10-5, 1.09 × 10-4, 1.46 × 10-4, 1.87 × 10-4, 2.69 × 10-4, 4.31 ×
10-4, and 8.22 × 10-4 M, in the arrow direction). (C) Fluorescence
emission quantum yield of aqueous PBS-PF2T in the presence of
C12E5.

FIGURE 11. Molar conductivities of solutions of PBS-PFT (0) and PBS-
PF2T (O) in the presence of C12E5.
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between those with PBS-PFP, which is more strongly af-
fected by the presence of the surfactant, and PBS-PF2T, such
that the cmc effect is only observed for poorly soluble ionic
polyfluorenes. SANS and SAXS studies will attempt to clarify
the differences in the behavior between PBS-PFP and PBS-
PF2T in the presence of C12E5.

Poly(dialkylfluorene-alt-bithiophene) copolymers (such as
the 9,9-dioctyl compound F8T2) show potential as electron
donors in both TiO2 hybrid (20) and fullerene-based solar
cells (51). To test the possible application of these solubilized
CPEs in this area, we have carried out preliminary studies
toward the preparation of solution-processable fullerene-
based bulk-heterojunction photovoltaic devices. The fullerene
C60 forms a stable system in aqueous solutions of the
nonionic surfactant Triton X-100 (or its reduced form) (52)
and, upon one-electron reduction in this medium, is trans-
formed into a long-lived C60

• - radical anion (53). In contrast,
it precipitates from aqueous C12E5 (52). A viable photovoltaic
cell using a related water-soluble poly(p-phenyleneethy-
nylene)/fullerene system (54) has been demonstrated. As a
prelude to seeing whether this is also possible with a water-
soluble CPE/fullerene/Triton X-100 dispersion, we have
studied the solubility behavior of these alternating fluorene-
thiophene CPEs in water in the presence of Triton X-100.
Triton X-100 is a polydisperse alkylphenoxylpoly(ethylene
glycol) with an average polyoxyethylene chain length of 9.5.
As with the studies using C12E5, upon the addition of Triton
X-100 to aqueous PBS-PF2T, a blue shift was seen in the
emission spectrum accompanied by a large increase in the
fluorescence intensity. In this case, the marked increase in
fluorescence occurs around 2 × 10-4 M (Figure 12), in
agreement with the higher cmc of Triton X-100 (1.5 × 10-4

M) (55) when compared to that of C12E5 (6.4 × 10-5 M) (50).
The fluorescence of PBS-PF2T was studied in aqueous

Triton X-100 (16 mM) in the presence of varying concentra-
tions of C60. Up to approximately 5 µM fullerene, transparent
solutions were formed. Significant fluorescence quenching
was seen, although detailed kinetic analysis was not at-
tempted because it requires knowledge of the surfactant
aggregation number, and the CPE and C60 statistical distribu-
tions between micelles under these conditions, which is
beyond the scope of this work. However, observation of
quenching confirms interaction between the lowest excited

singlet state of the CPE and the fullerene, and although
electron transfer is not the only mechanism possible, the fact
that this occurs in water with the poly(p-phenyleneethy-
nylene)/fullerene system (54) suggests that this is likely. We
therefore feel that the PBS-PF2T/fullerene system shows a
potential for photovoltaic applications, and future work will
be directed toward the development of a viable system.

CONCLUSIONS
Two anionic alternating CPEs, PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T,

present interesting electronic and photonic properties, which
make them potentially useful for a variety of advanced
materials applications. As with the alternating anionic
fluorene-phenylene CPE PBS-PFP, which we have studied
in detail, these CPEs do not form true solutions in water but
instead produce dispersions, in which polymer clusters can
be treated as separate chemical entities. Qualitative SAXS/
SANS measurements indicate that in ∼0.05-0.5% aqueous
solutions PBS-PF2T polymer forms predominantly open two-
dimensional aggregates with ribbon-like shape. The lateral
dimension of aggregates is >30 nm and the thickness ∼2.5
nm, which should be compared to the length of the polymer
(∼6 nm). The absorption and photophysical properties of
PBS-PFT and PBS-PF2T are comparable to those of the
corresponding nonionic alternating copolymers and, in
particular, suggest that decreased fluorescence yields in
these compared with PBS-PFP may result from the presence
of the sulfur atom, which favors intersystem crossing. As was
previously observed with PBS-PFP, these CPEs can be
completely solubilized using nonionic surfactants. These two
CPEs are currently being tested for applications in polymer-
fullerene solar cells, in light-emitting electrochemical de-
vices, and in fluorescence sensing. Results on these studies
will be published shortly.
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